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本論では、 21世紀初頭のオーストラリアの野外教育事業について見ていく。現状について報告す
るとともに現在に至るまでどのような動きがあったかを記し、今後の方向を考えてみたい。また、
オーストラリアの野外教育と他の諸国の現状を比較検討する資料として供する。この点で、この報
告は野外教育の発展の軌跡は草創期、成長期、安定期、衰退期のごく自然の周期をたどると提示し
たプリースト（1999）の論文に多くを依拠している。オーストラリアでは1950年代と60年代にかけ
て野外教育を組織的に始め、その後引き続き70年代、80年代に順調に発展した。1990年代に入って
からも発展は続いたものの、資格認定、安全体制の法制化や強化、研修やプログラムの実施方法な
どに重点が置かれるようになるにつれ、横ばい状態に陥る兆しが見え始めた。
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few hundred thousand Aboriginal people who lived
nomadic lifestyles. Over hundreds of generations these

1.

History, Geography, Culture and Youth in

Australian Aboriginal people developed a vast array of

Australia

integrated knowledge about living in co-existing with a
slowly changing natural environment.

Awareness of a country’s history, geography, and culture

About 200 years ago, life in Australia changed with

is important to understanding the implementation of

the arrival of British colonists who brought convicts

Outdoor Education (OE) in that country. In the case of

from their overflowing prisons, pastoralists, and
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members of government to construct a new British

curriculums, as opposed to one-off camps which are

society. The Aboriginal peoples’ lifestyle and culture

conducting every now and then during a students’

was swept aside in favor of a new culture built around

schooling.

agriculture and the mining of mineral resources.

It is difficult to grasp the full extent of OE

Today, approximately 2% of the 19 million people in

programming in Australia. But a reasonable

Australian are of Aboriginal decent, with most

hypothesis is that most Australian students would at

Aboriginals living in urban settings, although some

some point during their schooling participate in at least

land has been turned back over to Aboriginal people for

one substantial camping or OE program. Whilst this

their care and usage. Over the past 200 years, Australia

may sound impressive, it needs to be emphasized that

has also accepted substantial intakes of migrants from

there is a wide variety in the type, style and quality of

Asia, Europe and North America in its pursuit of a

these educational experiences. Many so-called OE

labor force to fuel economic progress.

experiences are not particularly exceptional, many are

Today’s Australian culture is a unique hybrid of

solid programs, and a few are unique and exceptional

nineteenth century British influences, twentieth century

with regard to their innovation and quality of

North American influences and some traditional

application (Hattie, Marsh, Neill & Richards3); Neill4)).

Aboriginal influences. The full benefits and ills of

Thus what I would like to do is describe ten OE

modern Western society are as evident in Australia as

programs in Australia which I believe have been

they are anywhere in the world. Australia has modern

notable for their success and/or innovation (for a

housing, transportation, communication, and so on, but

summary see Table-1).

the highly urbanized society has associated downsides
including poorly balanced diets, busy pace of life,

Table - 1. Descriptions of ten notable Australian outdoor
education programs.

families with high risk of divorce, and a youth culture
with significant problems relating to violence,
delinquency, drug abuse, unemployment, depression,
and suicide. Currently 75% of 15 to 19 year olds in
Australia are students at school or university, whilst
22% are unemployed which is substantially higher than
the national unemployment rate of 7% across all ages
(Australian Bureau of Statistics1)).
2.

Ten Notable Outdoor Education Programs in

Australia
The field of OE in Australia has generally drawn on
the philosophy of progressive education (Dewey2)) and
has sought to complement, rather than replace,
mainstream schooling. There has been a slow, steady
trend towards OE experiences being accepted and
offered by traditional schools. Promisingly, OE
experiences are being increasingly built in to school
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change. This was an important strategy, and lead to the

2.1. Mittagundi and Wollongara
Mittagundi and Wollongara are Aboriginal names for

development of programs which were far more than

two non-profit OE schools in Victoria started by Ian

just an odd collection of outdoor activities. Another

Stapleton, an innovative educator who believed in

critical part of this success was that the organization

getting back to simple principles. Stapleton's

undertook an extensive internal research program

educational vision was that students should be fully

(Neill5) 6) 7)) in which the outcomes and processes were

involved in all aspects of living in a school

carefully measured and scrutinized, with constant

environment in a natural setting. Both Stapleton's

adjustments and improvements being made in course

schools were started from scratch, with money raised

design and delivery. Indeed, recent research evidence

from donations, and the facilities were constructed by

has borne out impressive outcomes for the Outward

student groups. Students initially lived in old buses and

Bound Australia programs for young adults in

transported all supplies, gear and building materials by

particular (Hattie, et al3)).

zip line to the site of the schools. Today, student groups

In terms of operations, Outward Bound Australia

usually participate in Mittagundi and Wollongara

developed a mobile style of operation whereby

programs for one to two weeks during which the focus

temporary, seasonal basecamps were established in

is on simple rural living, outdoor activities and

various parts of Australia. Thus ‘programs were taken

expeditions, and on environmental and cultural studies.

to the people’, rather than waiting for ‘people to come

2.2. Outward Bound Australia

to the program’. Today, Outward Bound Australia

The initial Outward Bound experiments in Australia

programs cater mainly for school-aged students and

in the 1950’s and early 1960’s led to the establishment

young adults, with some programs also for adults over

of a permanent base near Sydney which ran

30 years, families, and corporate groups. Throughout

successfully for several years, however went bankrupt

this time, the distinguishing features of the Outward

in the late 1960’s. The Outward Bound concept was

Bound Australia style have been highly challenging

still appealing and, when a new School Director was

multi-element expedition-based programs.

appointed, the school was relocated more strategically

Over the past 10 to 15 years, the Outward Bound

near Canberra, the national capital. Since then the

schools in the UK, USA and Australia have been

school has flourished and during the mid-late 1980’s

challenged by the proliferation of other, similar

the Australian Outward Bound school was the largest

organizations, and as a result enrolments have generally

OE provider in Australia and the largest Outward

dropped. From Outward Bound’s point of view this

Bound school in the world in terms of numbers of

may be disappointing. However, the very existence of

students on programs per day.

these other programs is a testament to the success of the
ideas implemented and hot-housed for over 50 years by

The style of Outward Bound programs has evolved
and diversified considerably since its early days,

Outward Bound around the world.

although the strong philosophy of Kurt Hahn has been

2.3. Outdoor Education Group

maintained and is a key strength of all Outward Bound

A particularly successful ‘Outward Bound’-style

schools and programs. A particular strength of the

organization created more recently in Australia is the

Outward Bound Australia program, however, was that

‘Outdoor Education Group’ which was started in 1992.

it did not simply content itself with the Kurt Hahn

The Outdoor Education Group took a number of

philosophy, but it also strove to build its program from

different strategies, including having a shareholder

educational and psychological theories of growth and

structure, and focusing on five-day programs for
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school students (which fitted into a school week),

discover they can survive without pocket money,

whereas Outward Bound persisted with nine day

jewellery, television, videos, and computer games.

programs, believing that effective educational change

They write to their parents and friends rather than

requires at least this long with high school-aged

using the telephone. They discover the joys of

students. Less contrained by the guiding philosophy of

reading newspapers, magazines and books, and are

a historical founder, the Outdoor Education Group has

encouraged to talk and get to know each other, the

continued to adapt and evolve its programs to meet the

staff and their families and others in the local

particular needs and demands of various client schools.

community.

The Outdoor Education Group’s programming style

2.5. Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme

placed a greater emphasis on teaching students outdoor

The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme 9) is an

skills in an expedition program as a means through

international ‘leadership in action’ program developed

which to enhance their personal development. The

by Kurt Hahn as a way of reaching the many young

Outdoor Education Group required that instructors got

people who could not afford to attend progressive

their own training in outdoor and first aid skills,

private schools or to attend intensive Outward Bound-

whereas Outward Bound conducted its own staff

style programs. The scheme provides a structure for

training. The Outdoor Education Group instructors

students to work towards a bronze, silver, or gold level

were employed on a per-program basis whereas

award in four key areas - service, skill, physical

Outward Bound staff are employed year-round. The

recreation, and expedition activities, under the guidance

Outdoor Education Group built strong liaisons with

of a teacher or leader. Unlike most other OE programs

private schools and this has evolved into several high

which are intensive, short-term experiences, the Duke

schools employing an Outdoor Education Group staff

of Edinburgh’s Award involves students over several

member full-time to coordinate and organize their OE

years, with students choosing their level of

programs. Today, the Outdoor Education Group is the

engagements (bronze, silver and/or gold). Over the

largest provider of OE programs for school students in

past 10 years, participation in the award scheme in

Australia.

Australia has more than doubled, and currently has 30,

2.4.

Extended Stay Outdoor Education School

000 participants per year.

Programs

2.6. Wilderness Enhanced Programs

Rather than offer one-off, short-term OE experiences,

A new program for at-risk youth was funded and

about 20 private high schools in Australia have

successfully piloted by the New South Wales

independently committed to having their own rural

Department of Education in 1989. This ‘wilderness-

‘bush school’ campuses. Typically these schools have

enhanced’ program utilized the outdoor expedition

a hundred or so acres of rural land on which they have

format in a unique way to work on modifying the

constructed classrooms, accommodation, dining and

behaviors of youth who were struggling to adapt to the

outdoor activity facilities. Students usually attend these

normal state schooling system. The program operated

rural schools for a term, a semester, or a year, during

in districts of about six to ten schools, with a

which they complete their normal school lessons whilst

specialized unit of teachers for each district. Schools

experiencing a rural, communal living situation and

were asked to identify the most difficult, disruptive, at-

engaging in OE activities. The living conditions are

risk students who could potentially benefit the most

rustic. For example, the Timbertop school

8）

claims

from the intervention program. A unique systems-

that its students:

based approach was adopted by Ray Handley and other
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Wilderness Enhanced Program educators with the goal

animals and personal journey. The Australian OE

of effectively challenging and changing the attitudes

community has only recently begun to embrace and

and behavior of difficult students. The distinguishing

dialogue about such programs which demonstrate a

approach of the Wilderness Enhanced Programs was

new potential direction for growth. It remains to be

one of non-direct intervention. In other words, the

seen if and how such an Aboriginal orientation will

teachers did not attempt to directly change students, but

become integrated with traditional OE programming in

rather the teachers constructed, and manipulated

Australia.

situations in an outdoor expedition setting which made

2.8. State Outdoor Education Centers

it likely that each student would be clearly confronted

Each of the Australian states has established its own

by the consequences of his/her attitudes and behaviors.

camping facilities or OE centers which are supported

This would then challenge the students to consider

by the state departments of education. The centers are

options other than their previous, problematic strategies

staffed by teachers and often exhibit a recreational,

for dealing with problems. The teacher was on hand

rather than educational focus. Students stay in

for help and advice when is asked for, but the teachers

dormitory accommodation and eat in dining halls,

strove to maintain their position of non-directly guiding

although at some centers they may do overnight

the learning situations, trying to allow students to come

camping expeditions. These facilities usually have a

to their own realizations and make their own decisions

wide variety of sporting and recreational activities

about changing their attitudes and behaviors. This

available. The exact approach and philosophy varies

approach, which has been well described in several

from center to center, with some centers having well

papers by Ray Handley, draws on the psychotherapeutic

developed OE programs (e.g. Bogong Outdoor

orientation of Milton Erikson. Unfortunately, despite its

Education Centre11)). Whilst it is easy to be critical that

bold experiment and good success with students, the

most of these centers tend not to have well-developed

Wilderness Enhanced Program’s weakness was that it

philosophies and methodologies of OE, it should be

relied on state government funding which was cut in

emphasized that few other OE resources are available

the late 1990s and the program folded.

to state school students. Thus, these centers play an

2.7. Rediscovering Your Indigenous Heart

important role in the provision of OE in Australia.

Remarkably little attention in Australian OE programs

2.9. Sail Training Programs

has been paid to Aboriginal ways of interacting with

There are several youth sailing training programs in

the land, spirit, flora and fauna. A notable exception to

Australia that aim to provide personal development

10)

experiences. Perhaps the best known programs involve

through his organization ‘Kadjinny Enterprises’. Ellis-

tall ships - The Young Endeavour Youth Scheme12) and

Smith was a park ranger who spent time with

the Sail Training Ship Leeuwin 13) . The Young

Aboriginal people in remote parts of Western Australia

Endeavour was a gift from Britain to Australia in 1988

and who participated in extensive conversations and

and is funded and staffed by the Australian navy,

rituals with Aboriginal elders. As a result of these

conducting voyages for 16 to 23 year olds. The

experiences and training in Native American Indian

Leeuwin is run by a private, non-profit organization

practices, Ellis-Smith developed a series of workshops

launched in 1986 and has a 70% focus on the youth

and multi-day experiences in which help he helps

market aged 14 to 25 years and a 30% focus on the

participants to understand their own indigenousness

non-youth market (including corporate training and

and their connection with the surrounding land, plants,

open age programs). Typically these ships conduct

this are the programs run by Graham Ellis-Smith
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voyages for ten days at a time for the personal

of bacterial colonies and in commercial product

development of participants. The educational process

development. Priest suggests that this life cycle can

involves learning about life at sea, how to sail, navigate

also be a useful model for describing the development

and manage a tall ship, with participants eventually

of OE programming in countries around the world and

taking over responsibility for the entire running of the

he proposes ten areas which indicate the growth level

ship.

of a country’s OE programming -- programs, centers,

2.10. School Outdoor Education Programs

professional activity, environment participation, safety,

Although there are many independent organizations

practices, certification/accreditation, leaders, litigation,

conducting OE programs, much of the organization

and facilitation (see Table-2).

and delivery of programs comes from within the high

As a result of Priest’s extensive traveling to dozens of

schools themselves where teachers and principals are

countries engaged in OE he proposes that, generally

increasingly recognizing the benefits of having students

speaking, Asian and European countries are in the

participate in real-life OE learning experiences. Some

exciting, initial phase of creating new OE programs and

schools appoint dedicated OE teachers, whilst other

organizations (see Figure 2). There are a few countries

schools have teachers of other subjects take trips of

in the earlier phases of growth, having already

their own design, such as driving a bus across the

undergone a phase of initial program development and

Australian desert and camping along the way. Many

now engaging in a building phase. Some countries,

private schools have developed a sequence of

particularly Canada, Australia and New Zealand have

progressively more challenging programs, with

been engaged in OE program development for several

students attending OE programs at least once a year.

decades and are now appear to be at the crest of that

For state schools, OE programming is less extensive

development and beginning to plateau. Priest proposes

and OE experiences are generally not part of the core

that the USA has plateaued and is now at risk of

curriculum. The existence of OE programs within

decline, as has happened in the UK, with the reductions

public education schooling comes down to whether

and closures of several OE programs.

there are sufficiently motivated and experienced

With Australia on the crest of this growth curve, it is

teachers who decide to create such opportunities.

at a cross-roads. Following a natural life cycle may not
be inevitable. It is conceivable that a country could

3.

A Critical View of Outdoor Education in

regather and reorganize its resources and knowledge

Australia

and launch towards a new phase of growth. Australia

I will now turn to making some critical comments
about the ways in which OE has been implemented in
Australia and possible ways ahead. A useful
framework for understanding the trajectory of
development of OE in different countries and
organizations has been provided by Priest14). Priest
outlines a life cycle from initiation, to growth, to
plateauing and then into decline (see Figure-1). This

Figure - 1.

life cycle, according to Priest, is evident in many
natural and human systems, including the development

6
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Table - 2.

Ten areas of natural life cycle in outdoor education programming (Priest, 1999).
Reproduces with permission from Simon Priest.

own directions. Thus, the Australian OE can be
characterized as being rich in diversity but lacking in
coordination. There are plenty of ideas, some
ambition, and a lack of collective, collegial strategic
planning. OE in Australia has generally been a series
of small, varied, isolated efforts with only a lack of
programs integrated with social work, mainstream
education and psychology.

Figure - 2. Natural life cycle growth curve showing the
current stage of OE development in various
coutries.
Rproduced with permission from Simon Priest

I wish I could say that in Australia the OE and
mainstream educational and youth service communities
are coming together to seriously addressing the youth
issues, but this is not the case. OE tends to be for those
who can afford it. Despite the admirable, dedicated

could learn from the trajectory of the UK and of the

work going on in day-to-day programming and

USA and set itself new directions. Unfortunately, there

operations, OE has not made significant inroads into

has been little nationally-coordinated or nationally-

addressing the national youth problems. There are

funded development of OE. Instead the OE scene in

complaints that OE staff are underpaid, have high

Australia consists of a wide variety of organizations,

levels of burn out, and limited career prospects

schools, individuals, facilities, program styles, program

contributing to a drain of OE expertise to other

activities, viewpoints, associations and resources which

professions and other countries. Unless more

have developed somewhat independently from one

substantial long-term development strategies are put

another and which have a tendency to head in their

7
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into action, it seems unlikely that OE in Australia can

because I believe this it is has enormous potential for

make a wide-scale national contribution to youth

helping people to acquire skills necessary for dealing

issues. In recent years, with the specter of increasing

with our rapidly changing human society. OE has

legal proceedings and insurance costs, the Australian

shown the potential in theory, practice and research to

OE industry has been seduced into focusing energy and

have notable impacts on participants. However, OE in

attention on accreditation issues and is now at risk of

Australia, to be truly effectively, now needs to do a

going too far down this path and killing off growth and

better job of directing its own development, integrating

development of new and innovative programming

with other forms of education and intervention, and in

methods.

documenting, critiquing, and analyzing its

To be fair, in recent years, there have been some

methodology, outcomes, and practices. Currently, this

valuable curriculum development efforts. The

is the Achilles Heel of what is otherwise a dynamic

Victorian Outdoor Education Association, for example,

educational medium that has the potential to play a

has successfully developed and implemented an

significant role in addressing the needs of human

outdoor and environmental curriculum in schools, from

society and well being in the twenty first century.

kindergarten to year 12. Topics include prehistory of
the Australian environment, Aboriginal impact on the
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